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The backstop is an iPad Mini with SkyDemon on a kneeboard 
strapped to the keel bar. If I’m really lost, or heading into an air-
space-heavy section, I can switch it on and refer to it, either by 
looking down or by strapping it to my left leg.

2: The effective overhead join at a new field
Andy: Lee’s call “Overhead the field” wasn’t. You need to pass 
directly over the windsock and look down to see how it flies. A 
caution here: private fields tend to have the lighter windsocks, 
so don’t panic if it appears to be firmly horizontal and across the 
runway. 

You can stay in the overhead for as long as you need to see 
how much the wind varies, to relate the map on the plate to the 
runway(s) on the ground, and to get sorted. 
Lee: I had decided on the runway far too early, and didn’t make the best 
choice from the three available. I could have loitered overhead, and as-
sessed which was safest for me. It made my workload far more than was 
necessary, and the landing riskier. 

Andy was very firm on this. Most small fields are deserted midweek 
or late in the day, so there’s no radio advice, no other planes to watch 
and no clubmates to scrape you off the wrong runway. 

3: OK, so the wind is not down the runway
Lee: As a novice, the “wrong’ type of wind on landing is a fear, and thus 
a disincentive and barrier to adventure. I did not realise that Andy had 
planned our first tour based on “safe” landing winds, but conditions did 
get more challenging, causing us to judge that the Scillies was a step too 
far at this stage. On the second tour we picked fields with runways with 
a quartering headwind. There is a difference between the effect of wind 
full side on at 90˚ and one quartering at 45 .̊

I ended up with much greater confidence from this challenge. I will 
look for days to practice landing when the wind is not straight down the 
runway, perhaps with an instructor. I judge that more understanding 
and technique will give me confidence, and thus increase the number of 
days I can fly safely. 
Andy: There will be times when the ground is the place to be, but 
do be disciplined when using the concept of “crosswind”.

Lee is right about the crosswind component. A 15mph wind at 
45˚ has an 11-12mph crosswind component. That’s within limits 
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LEE, who had 75h under his belt, and Andy, with over 1100, 
toured together twice during the summer.

“The objective was to help Lee step out of the circuit and local 
flights, and up to flexwing touring,” said Andy. 

“Touring in this context means being miles, and possibly days, 
from home base, in new airspace, finding and landing on fresh 
fields, dealing with the conditions, not running out of fuel, get-
ting appropriate food, fluid and sleep and, most importantly, en-
joying it.”

The result was an introductory tour of 320 miles in three days 
from Westonzoyland in Somerset, with camps on Lundy and at 
Porthtowan, and landings at Gorrel Farm, St Merryn, Perran-
porth and Bodmin. 

After that, they left Hougham in Lincolnshire for 130 miles 
over two days, with an overnight at the New Farm fly-in, and 
landings at Bakersfield and Sackville Farm. 

Lee: My GT450 was bought for adventures, but it was just not happen-
ing as I had hoped. There were several reasons, but it came down to one 
word – confidence – so I positively leapt at the chance to join Andy and 
learn from his experience. I could also be sure to have a very positive run 
for my Bronze Wings Award. 
Andy: When I read Lee’s piece in MF piece on flying to Blois 
when he’d only done 55h, I sensed a kindred spirit.

While I was aware that he would see me as an authority on 
touring, I had not anticipated that this would cause me to ques-
tion my own approach in response to his questions. 

How many bad habits, short cuts and convenient wheezes had 
I slipped into during 1000h of touring and over 425 different air-
fields visited? I’m not qualified to instruct, so I wanted to be sure 
that every aspect of my advice to Lee would be defendable to any 
instructor, and to his local flying chums. 

After the two weekends, Lee wanted to share five areas worthy Above The adventurers rewarded: Lundy Island

Andy Oliver took nervous newbie Lee McIlwaine under his wing 
for an introduction to touring. Here’s their take on the experience

of consideration by any flexwing pilot who wants to step into un-
familiar air. As a guiding principle, it was agreed that everything 
we did must be seen as safe and professional, not least by the 
airfield owners who had granted us PPR. 

1: Declutter the cockpit and reduce the 
workload
Lee: I flew the 200 miles from Wickenby to the start point with a 
1:500,000 map on my A3 kneeboard. Much detail was obscured by the 
very thick dotted line of my route.

A second map case, strung around the base bar, contained every 
frequency for every field en route, printed from SkyDemon. On its re-
verse was the circuit pattern for Westonzoyland, taken from its website. 
This case had to be moved to the windscreen on landing and periodi-
cally to check all gauges in flight. I navigated via SkyDemon on an iPad 
mounted in front of me. 
Andy: I was stunned by the amount of information and “stuff” 
that Lee had in his well-ventilated cockpit. Did he really need 
those printouts from his nav software? Who did he have to talk 
with, exactly? And for what essential purpose? If the priority is 
to aviate, then was he increasing his workload, and distractions, 
unnecessarily? Confidence with voice procedure is important, but 
can the flight be planned outside controlled airspace, including 
local ATZ? Frequencies are on the map, if needed.

We discussed decluttering the cockpit, and therefore the pi-
lot’s head. I fly legs short enough to need only a BlueSkyBlue half-
fold map case, strapped to my right knee. Inside the right-hand 
bar mitten is a white card, drawn up just before I depart so it is 
at the top of my mind, with a diagram of the target field’s layout, 
plus elevation, circuit details, “no fly” areas and frequencies. 

I have an A5 Nyrex folder in my cockpit bag for those memory 
jogs such as signal square signs and formal voice procedure, if 
needed. 

for most flexwings. However, if you’re out of your personal limit, 
take the day off or divert. 

Do remember that Foggy Bottom Farm is likely to have a low-
cost/light-weight windsock, so horizontal there is not the same as 
horizontal at Wickenby, for example. 

If you note windspeed and direction en route or above the 
field, do a 360 circle and watch the variation in groundspeed, 
then the wind on actual landing is very likely to be less – often 
a lot less.

4: Living out of the aircraft
Andy: I love this part. It takes me back to living out of the tank 
HM the Queen lent me long ago. I was surprised by how much 
kit Lee could get into his aircraft, and how much of it was likely 
to prove unnecessary. Do some weekend trips and work out what 
you really used: dump the surplus. Pack in a logical manner, with 
related items in discrete units. 
Lee: I was endlessly rooting round to find something, somewhere, and it 
was never in the same damned place. Andy Fell had given me a kit list, 
and experience will help me refine it to the essentials. 

Andy Oliver showed me his system, which I am adapting to suit. 
I now load my daytime needs in the panniers or back seat pack. The 
night time stuff is squirreled away in safe nooks and crannies around 
the aircraft. 

I use colour-coded dry bags in predetermined places for food, cook-
ing, clothes, aircraft items, spares etc. 

There are many benefits: fixed loading routine, optimised packing 
and unpacking through the day and storage at home. My aircraft now 
flies with space, where before it was crammed full of crap. 

5: Fuel management
Lee: Landing at Bodmin, Andy asked me how exactly much fuel I had, 
and how much I needed to make home base safely. I had no idea. An 
important take-home point this: a master notebook with engine times, 
and fuel used and remaining. 

He pointed out the benefit of always linking the action of magnetos w
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using the remarkable detail of a 1:500,000 map, aligning the path 
drawn on it with the ground moving beneath. 

In this way, you can fully enjoy and appreciate the privilege 
that Bill Brooks and his colleagues enabled for the flex fraternity. 
Lee: I had two glorious, and educational, trips. The new fields, the 
meeting with kindred spirits and being part of the fellowship of aviation 
is a privilege and joy. The day job is wiped from your mind; it’s just you 
and new horizons. 

Moving-map devices are a gift from heaven when you start flying, 
and having warning of approaching airfields, airspace etc is not to be 
dispensed with lightly – but it’s not the pilot you are, or can be.

On the way down from Lincolnshire, I flew by cursor and screen. I 
didn’t really take much in as a result, and my observation out of the ma-
chine was rubbish. Andy encouraged me to develop map and compass 
flying, and by day three, I was the lead aircraft, with uncluttered cockpit, 
lighter workload and really seeing the world around and below me. 

Flying by map and ground is not a chore: it’s a core of airmanship, 
and once you start, it yields much more enjoyment of the flight itself. 
I flew back home having a clearly marked map and a clear cockpit. 
SkyDemon was standing by as my “Phone a Friend” option for use 
when navigation became too challenging. 

The future
Andy: Flying with Lee caused me to review my current method 
and style of flying. Aspects polished included altimeter settings 
for usable QNH and QFE, faster working out of true airspeed, and 
more effective trim for optimal fuel economy. 

It was a deep pleasure to help Lee explore, and settle into, his 
own informed style of safe and practical touring. 

We discussed how a mentoring component of the BMAA 
Wings initiative might look and be developed, formally or infor-
mally. Based on the five days with Lee, I would say that everyone 
wins. 
Lee: I think this type of mentoring is great for fledgling adventurers. 
Through Andy’s example and our discussion I formed a perspective on 
how planning and logistics combine with key aspects of flying. 

My competence and confidence is much improved. I landed with 
much more than my Bronze Wing Award in the bag. I now know I can 
aviate far from home base. ■

Lundy Island, and Lee McIlwaine sees the sun rise on a new dawn

on/off and noting the time. If I am five minutes out the wrong way at the 
start and finish of each flight, and doing six flights a day, then I might 
have 60 minutes less than I think I have at the end of the day. 

Andy confessed to his shock at pumping 63 litres of avgas into a 
65-litre tank one morning in Germany, having had no idea when he 
arrived the previous evening that he only had five minutes worth of fuel 
left.
Andy: This may well be the “gotcha” on an early tour. Let’s leave 
to one side the sudden surprise of it all going quiet. 

Fuel needs to be actively managed when there is not the se-
curity of full cans waiting in hangar or car for your return at the 
end of the day. 

In the UK, there might be some randomly dispersed buddies 
who will arrange a drop en route. The PPR call can inquire if there 
might be 20 litres to spare. Or you can plan a stop at a larger field, 
and take the avgas price hit. 

With a 20 litre can in the back seat and trimmed for 65mph, I 
have a self-sufficient day of at least 6.5h, but I know exactly how 
much flying I have left.

Even so, many a time I’ve walked or hitched to a petrol station 
with my rucksack and 20-litre can. 

The joy of flex
“The view from a microlight is a  

very privileged one”
Dr Bill Brooks 

MF, February 2020

Andy: This is more a philosophy than a learning point. My aim, 
on every tour, is to see more of “our beautiful and ever-changing 
planet”. 

Geoff Hall helped me to recognise the many benefits of the 
moving map, but I do feel that eyes locked on the screen are eyes 
that could be scanning the sky or, better still, enjoying the ground 
beneath.

I use SkyDemon for planning, but I have not yet managed to 
enjoy flying with it. My offered start point for balancing the Avi-
ate-Navigate continuum is to gain confidence and competence in 
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